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Making digital heritage about people’s life stories. 

ABSTRACT
Actively creating new digital heritage content about people’s life histories is part of the democratization of heritage engagement with the public. The approach of documenting unofficial histories is supported by a growing literature (Rogaly and Taylor 2009). Unofficial stories contribute new perspectives on the heritage identity of a region. The case study of the ‘Local People’ exhibition, curated by the author in 2013 in the North West of Ireland, is used to discuss the methodology of a digital curatorial process, www.localpeopleireland.com (​http:​/​​/​www.localpeopleireland.com​/​" \t "_blank​). This article argues that gathering and presenting unofficial histories of individual’s life experiences, can disrupt official narratives of The Troubles and challenge a regional identity based on conflict and division. The making of digital history is analysed as a curatorial process, rather than the ease of use of technology. The methods used included: filmed interviews, new portrait photography and the digitisation of family photo albums. A virtual exhibition was produced and new digital historical sources were created that transform intangible heritage by crystallising people’s voices and images into ‘tangible’ digital objects. ‘Local People’ utilised Facebook https://www.facebook.com/localpeopleproject/?fref=ts (​https:​/​​/​www.facebook.com​/​localpeopleproject​/​?fref=ts​) and  Vimeo https://vimeo.com/album/2518991 (​https:​/​​/​vimeo.com​/​album​/​2518991​). The digital space provides a ‘virtual contact zone’ in which diverse, unofficial and personal narratives can be presented together. 
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Introduction 
Actively creating new digital heritage content about ordinary people’s life histories is an important part of the democratisation of heritage by encouraging participation and engagement with the public (Blackburn 2013; Geber 2006). Local people’s history, it is argued, is an important part of public heritage and can contribute to the heritage identity of local places (Samuel 2012; Davis, Han-yin and Wan-chen 2010; Kaplan and Chacko 2015; Lloyd 2014; Gentry 2015). Indeed, actively documenting unofficial personal stories contributes to academic discussion of wider issues concerning identity and its connection to place in terms of how such stories of real lives can question cultural stereotypes (Rogaly and Taylor 2009). People’s stories are discussed in this article as holistic autobiographic accounts rather than as narratives that illuminate historical themes or tangible heritage sites. ‘Local’ here is defined as living in the same geographical area. The focus of the discussion in the following pages, is on the approach and methods in making and presenting such digital history. The ‘digital’ in digital heritage in this context is considered in three key elements. The first key element is that of the digital content newly made or recently produced by using digital technology, including cameras, video cameras and scanners. The subject matter of this new digital content is ordinary local people’s life histories as ‘heritage’. The second key element is the digital presentation of this historical content on the Internet. The third is that the digital process of making and presenting digital heritage, can be conceptualised as a creative and producing curatorial process by which people can make a record and present their life stories to the public. 
	This article describes the case study of the ‘Local People’ exhibition and website www.localpeopleireland.com (​http:​/​​/​www.localpeopleireland.com​/​" \t "_blank​), curated by the author in Ireland and Northern Ireland, in order to discuss this curatorial process in making new digital history. The ‘Local People’ exhibition project recorded and presented forty individual life stories in digital form. The methods used to create new digital content were filmed interviews, new portrait photography of people in their homes and the digitization of family photograph albums. 
In the discussion, the process of digital history curating - that is the recording and presenting local people’s stories about local places in digital form - is analysed as a curatorial process. This is more involved than exploiting the ease of use of digital technology, for example using video cameras or uploading videos to YouTube. The curatorial and interpretative processes involved in making and presenting people’s stories in digital form are broken down into two broad areas. Firstly, making new digital content by engaging people to tell their stories in interviews to camera, and encouraging them to share and have scanned their photograph albums. Secondly, creating a digital presentation of people’s life stories to a wider public online. This presentation in the virtual space had a particular way of framing the digital material collected. It had a final design that visually communicated the personal life stories to online visitors on a people-to people level, as well as presenting a nonaligned political space where all histories were presented on an equal footing.

Digital Heritage and the Public 
Creating new digital heritage about people’s ‘intangible’ life stories can be seen as an important part of the public’s engagement with heritage (Veronesi 2014; Burgess and Klaebe 2009). This is because, in projects that record people talking about their own histories, public heritage is linked intrinsically to people’s own lives (Hamilton and Shopes 2008; High, Mills and Zembrzycki 2012) In addition, public participation in heritage is foregrounded as an active process, rather than, for example, a more passive visit to a heritage site. In particular, digital heritage projects that engage with the public in the recording of life stories, make previously invisible heritage, visible for a wider public to access in two ways: content and form. That is, the actual subject matter of the story is told for the first time, and the recording takes on a form as a new piece of digital audio, video or image. Such newly coined digital content can disrupt ideas as to what heritage is. It may upset clear distinctions between intangible and tangible heritage, as Navarrete points out when she suggests, ‘intangible heritage becomes tangible when digitized’ (Navarrete 2013, 253). New digital content can be produced outside traditional heritage organisations and thus also blur the divisions between official and unofficial heritage (Harrison 2013, 20). For example, the content of narratives and stories from local people encourage debate about, ‘ideas of what constitutes official and unofficial heritage’ (Dellios 2015, 1068). Further, the public’s own videos of intangible heritage events such as dance performances, when uploaded to YouTube, may contribute to online archiving of materials that ‘counter official heritage narratives’ (Pietrobruno 2013, 1259).

	‘The Public’ may be considered in two main ways, within the phrase ‘Heritage Values and the Public’. The public are considered, first, as those active participants involved in the new digital heritage content about their own life histories; and second, the public are those visitors to the finished digital heritage exhibition accessing this newly minted heritage. One of the key values that a discussion around people and heritage brings to the fore is the democratization of heritage (Samuel 2012, Gentry 2015). Raphael Samuel champions this concept of democratization of the ‘national past’ as, ‘offering more points of access to ‘ordinary people’, and a wider form of belonging’ (Samuel 2012, 160). A recent reflection on Samuel’s position describes it as ‘a case for the democratisation of heritage; the validity of what we might today call ‘unofficial’ narratives and discourses’ (Gentry 2015, 561).

	This democrative championing can be achieved through public participation in the making of heritage and also in the viewing of non-official histories from ordinary people by a wider public. When heritage and the public connect, cultural heritage can be defined as being less about what people have access to and more about the heritage people hold within themselves and the new history they can make through telling their own (hi)stories. The Article 12 of the Council of Europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, also known as the Faro Convention, concerns access and participation with heritage and encourages, ‘everyone to participate in: the process of identification, study, interpretation, protection, conservation and presentation of the cultural heritage’ (Council of Europe 2009). This alludes to ‘the’ cultural heritage as being perhaps, an entity outside the realms of people’s own life history. In addition, according to UNESCO, the concept of digital heritage acknowledges the current use of technology by the public in making history, by stating that:
	Individuals, organisations and communities are using digital technologies to document and
             express what they value and what they want to pass on to future generations. New forms of
             expression and communication have emerged that did not exist previously. The Internet is
             one vast example of this phenomenon. 
									(UNESCO 2015) 

Although this statement embraces the idea that people can make history about their own lives, there is an assumption here that digital technology itself enables public involvement. Indeed, there may be something about the accessibility and ease of use of, for example, digital cameras and the uploading of material onto the Internet that is enabling. This is shown by the relative ease with which individuals can get involved in making and presenting their histories on the web today. Yet, for history curators, the usability of digital technology is only one part of a wider curatorial process in the recording and presentation of people’s histories. Heritage professionals need to curate digital history by collecting and interpreting it, as much as with more tangible artefacts in museums. Digital technology can offer the means for people to create their own heritage, and digital curating can contribute to making a professional final historical resource such as an exhibition or archive of stories.

Digital heritage as about people’s stories
This article argues that heritage can be situated within people’s life stories, and that these stories create a heritage identity of a local place. The idea that heritage can be found within people, and digital heritage can be about creating new historical content centred on peoples experiences is worth emphasising. This is because it differs from some existing discussions on digital heritage and public engagement. This article questions the accent in recent heritage studies literature on discussing narratives mainly in relation to how they connect to material things (Hogsden and Poulter 2012; Were 2014) and physical heritage sites (Pocock, Collett and Baulch 2015; Dellios 2015). While these discussions may highlight the importance of people’s stories, they tend to focus on how these intangible narratives are “intertwined with material resources and spaces” (Pocock, Collett and Baulch 2015, 962). When digital public engagement tools have been considered, it is sometimes with regard to connecting visitors to historic sites online. For example, Sharron and Abraham (2015) argue that to attract visitors to the real historic site, heritage institutions such as museums, should encourage visitors through ‘curiosity’ in online presentations, which may involve, ‘making up creative and participatory-induced representation models concerning cultural heritage in social media’ (Sharron and Abraham 2015, 259).
	Moreover, deliberations about ‘digital heritage’ and public participation in museology frequently concern how the use of the digital technology can bring museum objects beyond the physical space of the museum. Some authors see the digitising of museum objects as allowing, ‘the unique qualities of digital objects to come to the fore, providing platforms for effective engagement and digital reciprocation’ (Hogsden and Poulter 2012, 265). Others discuss the ways by which the meanings of tangible museum collections can be illuminated by having digital conversations with communities from which the artefacts originated (see, for example, Were (2014), in relation to Melanesia). 
	Life stories alone give a sense of heritage and identity to a local region and are an important heritage in their own right (Thompson 2000). People’s stories can be discussed as holistic autobiographic accounts rather than as narratives that illuminate historical themes, physical artefacts and tangible heritage sites. The heritage of people’s life stories can be uniquely recorded and presented using digital technology. These can involve people in making and viewing a valuable source of heritage that centres on people rather than stories in relation to sites and things. New digital history about local and personal histories can be created and presented through effective curation in the digital space. This digital curating focuses on two main areas: creating new digital content by engaging the public in its making, and inputting into the creative design process to produce a virtual exhibition which foregrounds people and their life stories as the subject of the show. The reason for emphasising these areas is that they appear not to be a key focus of existing discussions around digital heritage and public engagement.

Local People – a Case Study 
The ‘Local People’ exhibition and website, brought together forty individuals life stories to form a unique digital portrait of a local region, an area covering the city of Derry/Londonderry in Northern Ireland that is part of the United Kingdom, and County Donegal, which is in the Republic of Ireland. The team included a director, curator, photographer, website designer, graphic designer, filmmaker and film editor. The digital technology of film and still digital cameras were used to record undocumented personal histories; and three digital media platforms on the web were used to connect to participants, archive videos and present digital heritage in an innovative virtual exhibition online. Different digital media were used for different purposes. The exhibition project used ‘Facebook’ to appeal for local people to come forward with their stories, as a social media platform to highlight the progress of the project during the collecting period prior to the final exhibition, and as a space for contributors to comment on the exhibition afterwards.. Regular posts or updates on ‘Facebook’, gave the project momentum and showed snippets of interviews prior to the final exhibition https://www.facebook.com/localpeopleproject/?fref=ts (​https:​/​​/​www.facebook.com​/​localpeopleproject​/​?fref=ts​). A specially commissioned virtual exhibition was created at www.localpeopleireland.com (​http:​/​​/​www.localpeopleireland.com​). The Vimeo website was used as a repository for the final digital videos in an album, https://vimeo.com/album/2518991 (​https:​/​​/​vimeo.com​/​album​/​2518991​). 
	‘Local People’ made people’s own stories, words and photographs, the heart of the website presentation. The interviewees self-selected the stories they wished to tell in the public forum. Some individuals highlighted the parts they would be happy to be made public and highlighted those parts they wanted to remain confidential. Being these points in mind, the curator was responsible for selecting elements of each person’s story. Making digital copies of some of their personal photographs, taking new full-length portrait photographs, and filming interviews with each person achieved this. The uniqueness of the project lay in its centring on people – their faces, life stories and family photographs – and designing the website so that the individuals featured were communicating to individual people viewing the website. The new portrait photographs of each participant and the video interviews were taken so that their faces looked directly out of the screen at the visitor to the exhibition. This created an intimate and personal connection between visitor and those telling their life stories. 
	‘Local People’ as a digital exhibition provided the opportunity, time and space for the visitor to get to know forty individuals from the local area, and to gain a sense of who they were, what was important to them and where they came from. It explored the idea of what connects us all as ‘local people’ and the rich diversity of what now constitutes a ‘local person’ in the modern day Derry/Donegal cross-border area. It explored the concepts of both heritage and culture. Heritage is something that can come from exploring a single person’s life history; culture, with a small ‘c’, is everyday life as a ‘culture’ in itself, within a big ‘C’ cultural product – an exhibition and website. Further, ‘Local People’ was a deliberate manifestation of heritage and culture as being about our everyday lives, an expression that it should be included within, or perhaps in opposition to the Derry/Londonderry UK City of Culture 2013, with its focus on Cultural events with a large ‘C’. There was also an awareness that some visitors would be from outside the area and the global reach of a virtual presentation.
	 The ‘Local People’ project included a virtual presentation about present day life and recent history in the North West of Ireland. The project was about people as the subject of the show, rather than political and social issues. That being said, ‘Local People’ aimed to build understanding in a region currently building peace after The Troubles – a period of conflict in this area. It used Facebook to appeal for local people to come forward with their stories. Other individuals were invited to take part. Those featured included ex-prisoners and ex-combatants from this conflict, but there were also musicians, a mechanic, a driving instructor, a school child and many other ordinary people. In addition, the Mayors of Donegal and Derry/Londonderry and the Deputy Mayor of Londonderry/Derry were also included. 
	Two examples of local people’s stories in the exhibition, those of Alderman Mary Hamilton and Thomas Bradley will help to illustrate the way people can bring a new and personal perspective on the history of an area. The Deputy Mayor of Londonderry in 2013, Alderman Mary Hamilton, was born in a rural community in Donegal. She came to Northern Ireland in the 1960s, when she got married. Her family have been involved in Protestant community politics for many years. She spoke directly to viewers on the website through her filmed interview. These are some of the extracts:
	
	I grew up on a family farm. Two sisters married two brothers. My father and uncle 	were very prominent Orangemen in Donegal. Our neighbours were both Catholic and 	Protestant families and on set days we milked their cows and they milked ours.

	I’m a twin. Sometimes, you had one bicycle between the two of us.

	My daughters are like sisters to me, we share everything, we talk everyday.

An alternative viewpoint came from Thomas Bradley, the Vice Principal of a boy’s Catholic secondary school, St Columb’s College in Derry. He talked about his memory of a bomb near the school.
	I remember being at St Columb’s as a teacher and a bomb explosion taking place at the 	bottom of our sports field and two British soldiers being killed. They were little older than
             some of the boys I was teaching. To be so close to an explosion that ends people’s lives is 	very traumatic and stays with you.

These examples show how memories of political events are shown alongside personal anecdotes about their personal lives. History is conveyed as being about events in the context of individual life stories, in the wider canvas of a local area. History becomes accessible and directly ‘told’ from personal experience. This exhibition embraced the heritage value of ordinary people’s lives and stories as being important. Personal, individual life stories became a central and legitimate part of local heritage. These were recorded and presented for the first time in the exhibition and online. They become a heritage resource to convey the history of this area. The personal and intimate stories, presented together, become a patchwork of the diverse cultural heritage in the locale. 
	The project engaged the public in history as both participants in the creation of new history and also as viewers of a new presentation of this history in the virtual space online. The digital technologies of film and photography were used creatively to make new history centred on people, through an accessible and visually based presentation. ‘Local People’ presented portraits of people through a variety of media. Firstly, through an image of each person looking directly out of the screen; secondly, taking photos of people in their homes and workplaces; thirdly through people’s own words, as text on the website and in filmed interviews of each person talking directly to camera, and finally by digitally copying some of their family photos. In this way, a representation of each person was communicated to visitors through pictures, words, and film. 

From making social history to producing digital history
The approach to curating ‘Local People’ consciously built on a rich genealogy of social history and social history curatorship in museums. Digital heritage projects about people’s stories can use similar approaches and techniques to social historians, some of who pioneered the collection of oral history and people’s histories through recording interviews with ordinary people (Richie 2011, Thompson 2000). Within museology, tools in the curation of social history in museums (Kavanagh 1996) include contemporary collecting initiatives (Rhys and Baveystock 2014), which, for example, record the social history of home life today and in the recent past (Purkis 2014). Such new collecting work encourages public participation by inviting people to donate photographs and artefacts about ordinary life. These methods of oral history and contemporary collecting aim to document hidden histories not previously included in official collections. They sought to make peoples’ stories the main part of a local history exhibition (Fleming 2010). 
In particular, this rich heritage in museums of curating social history exhibitions, has concentrated on engaging the public and managing public participation in museums (Carnegie 2006; Phillips 2003). In recent years, with regard to the process of getting people involved in exhibition projects, emphasis has been placed much more on public participation as a positive social process, with importance placed on the “many different interactions and the sociality of the process” (Graham, Mason and Nayling 2013, 114). Getting people involved in any history project about their own lives – digital or not – is increasing seen as about social interaction between those working in history institutions and the public.
 While those involved in the project recognized they had signed over the rights to
 their story and were, in most cases, broadly happy with this – ‘that’s what the form
 was for’, as one put it – the personal nature of the story itself (linked to personal
 memories, friends and family) and the sociality of the process of making it (in a 
 group; through interactions with museum staff) was also emphasized. 
                                                      (Graham, Mason and Nayling 2013, 105)

	While past practice in making history within physical exhibition spaces is a useful reference to future work in curating digital history in the digital space; new concepts, designs and online platforms specific to the digital format and virtual space are also important. In discussions about the digital world and the oral history of ordinary people, ‘digital storytelling’ is now used as a common term (Lombardo and Damiano, 2012), and is the subject of conferences such as that on “Museums and the Web” (2015). Furthermore, in presenting digital histories in particular, it is important to emphasise the creative design process to produce a final presentation or digital exhibition which foregrounds people and their life stories. It is vital not to hand over this process to designers, but to be actively involved in briefing designers about how the text, images, and film will visually be presented online, in a manner which reflects and encompasses the aims and values of the heritage project. As Smith and Iversen  (2014) argue through a discussion on curating an exhibition project called ‘Digital Natives’, ‘scaffolding’ of public participation in digital heritage exhibitions, ‘can be central to shaping and transforming future conceptions of digital cultural heritage, through process and final exhibition’ (Smith and Iversen 2014, 255). That is, the actual creative production of the presentation of the digital content about people’s history, is itself a process to be curated. The website localpeopleireland.com used a wordpress platform design. The use of portrait images as the buttons by which users accessed further content, reflected the way the project put people at the forefront.  
	
Unofficial narratives through unofficial heritage channels 
A key contribution from this example of the ‘Local People’ project is that it shows how unofficial digital history can be made and presented, and that these challenge official versions of history of the region. In particular, because undocumented personal histories were the subject, an unofficial set of narratives about a local place was produced as the outcome. These unofficial narratives challenged established official narratives by: challenging group stereotypes about the identity of people in the North of Ireland as Catholic and Protestant; recording personal experiences of living in a border region between Ireland and Northern Ireland, and not focusing on the topic of conflict and battles. It argues through this example, that gathering and presenting unofficial histories of individual’s life experiences, can disrupt official narratives of the period known as The Troubles that currently have a hold on defining regional identity. The history of the North West of Ireland is often focused on the differences between Catholic and Protestant groups (Walker 2012). ‘Local People’ began with personal identities, which revealed wider cultural identities through individuals’ life stories.  It challenged a view about this region’s history as being dominated by a conflict, by showing everyday stories, which are not about violent pasts.

The BBC History website conveys the official history of Northern Ireland that pervades the region.

	The Troubles refers to a violent thirty-year conflict framed by a civil rights march in 	Londonderry on 5 October 1968 and the Good Friday Agreement on 10 April 1998. At the 	heart of the conflict lay the constitutional status of Northern Ireland. The goal of the unionist 	and overwhelmingly Protestant majority was to remain part of the United Kingdom. The goal 	of the nationalist and republican, almost exclusively Catholic, minority was to become part 	of the Republic of Ireland. This was a territorial conflict, not a religious one. At its heart lay 	two mutually exclusive visions of national identity and national belonging.
                                                                        (BBC History Website 2016)


Everyday stories and personal experiences of living through the Troubles are recorded. This unofficial heritage was effectively conveyed through the end product of a digital exhibition online, rather than through official heritage organisations such as museums. 

The people’s life histories that were captured and shared in this example challenge the official narratives of this region because they are various, nuanced and mixed. The stories show a diverse range of experiences of the Troubles and everyday life experiences within a time of conflict in this border region. The accepted idea of heritage as being concerned with fundemental differences and conflict between Protestant and Catholic communities is disrupted. Individual accounts muddy the water of a Troubles narrative of conflict and a history based on difference. The stories reveal undocumented experiences of the border, for example when a band have to unpack their whole van of instruments and microphones at the border crossing between Derry and Donegal in the 1970’s after playing a concert in Donegal. Or when a motor mechanic, who was the best welder at school, tried out for a job in a company in Derry, but was not offered a job because he was a Catholic. Or how a young Catholic boy joined a Protestant flute band in order to learn the flute. Or how a young Protestant woman started a rape crisis line and worked with mothers from Catholic communities to highlight child abuse. More recently, a new, black emigrant to the area describes the process of ‘becoming Irish’ in terms of how he has experienced many bureacratic obstacles. 

	 In ‘Local People’, the people themselves become the central subject of the show, their lives as a whole, their words and voices, not framed by which community background they were from. This is different to many uses of autobiographical stories in museums as noted by de Jong when she considers history museums, “do not generally use autobiographical videos in order to tell ordinary people’s lives, but in order to advance secondary messages” (de Jong 2012, 306)  leading to a ‘deviation of the individual life-story’. Local People demonstrates that the use of biographical accounts by local people do not need to illustrate a ‘theme’, but can simply be about the whole person expressing their identity. This is in itself a challnege to the way official history is packaged, in time periods, by class or by theme such as war. There are a number of similar projects to ‘Local People’ that demonstrate how people participate in making new digital heritage using film and photography (Bouchard 2009; Radmilli 2011). One of them is the film project ‘Ilhna Beltin’ or ‘Voices of Valletta’ which filmed individual stories of a Mediterranean town (Radmilli 2011). Here, the main outcome was a film as the end product. Another example is the photography project in Northern Ireland, in which young people used mobile phones to take photographs of their community for a multimedia archive. The main aim of this project was the process of involving young people (Bouchard 2009).
	
	What is more, the effective presentation of new digital heritages about people can challenge existing or official versions of history or heritage presented by archives and museums. The nature of the content created by the public is different to official archives or historic sites. While new oral histories can be recorded on film, existing images of family life taken by family members that have not been seen outside the private family sphere can be digitised and new public history created. For example, family photographs or home movies can be scanned digitally. In this way, new visual heritage can be presented that may challenge existing presentations and collections of the cultural and historical identity of local people and place found in archives and artefacts in heritage institutions. Such new visual sources of history have been highlighted by Galani and Moschovi (2013, 172) in a different example: art photographs as ‘other people’s stories’.  The authors discuss amateur art photographs created by ordinary people rather than official photographers, as offering up new perspectives and challenges to previous constructions of art. People’s photographs can, they argue,

engage with personal, local stories, rather than official, national narratives alone. 	Amateur
photographs, with their apparent rawness and immediacy may afford the art museum with a
more credible record of 'real life' and enable the display of polyvocal narratives.
Furthermore, the changing digital media landscape has opened up opportunities for art 
museums to reach new audiences through public-contributed content. 
                                                        (Galani and Moschovi 2013, 172) 

Additionally, the content of existing tourism industry digital heritage presentations of the heritage of local places can be challenged when new histories based on people’s lives are created and presented digitally. For example, in ‘Local People’, negative presentations of Northern Ireland as a place with incidents of violent conflict, were challenged through presentation of new heritage content. In Donegal, new representations of the local region based on people’s history, contrasted with dominant, official images of local heritage as local historic sites such as castles and landscapes. By foregrounding people in ‘Local People’, a new digital source of local heritage as situated within people is expounded. Diverse images of a region through a patchwork of many voices and histories, may create a more authentic sense of place.

Curating in the digital space – a virtual contact zone?
Is curating history in the digital space different and unique? In particular, can a ‘virtual contact zone’ concept be helpful in analysing the display of diverse perspectives in the case study of ‘Local People’? The ‘contact zone’ appears to be a fairly flexible concept that originated from Mary Louise Pratt, who discussed schools as social spaces where diverse cultures and unequal power relationships inherent in wider society, ‘clash’ (Pratt 1991, 34). Further, the ‘dialogic contact zone’ (Witcomb 2003; Bennett 2006) is used in relation to democratic exhibition communication techniques that aim to establish a dialogue between visitors, the subjects of exhibitions, and the curator. The concept has been used to discuss cultural mediation in community settings, for example to describe forces at play in community museums (Crooke 2007, 134). Those in museology recently exploring the contact zone concept in a virtual world have concentrated on objects in museum collections in the virtual space. Some explore ‘digital contact networks’ where digitised images of museum objects come together for effective engagement with real objects (Hogsden and Poulter 2012). Others consider how objects are documented or labelled from different perspectives and diverse narratives rather than the experts alone (Srinivasan et al. 2010). Maja van der Velden sees the contact zone in the digital space in the context of digital archives and creating data bases where different and local information or ‘diverse’ and ‘indigenous knowledge’ can be brought into play and managed in a digital space. ‘Such a database becomes a contact zone for different ways of knowing the world and different ways of making the world’ (van der Velden 2010, 15). 




This article has discussed the importance of the digital recording and digital presentation of personal life histories as part of  ‘digital heritage’. The ‘digital’ aspect of projects such as ‘Local People’ is not enough in itself. It is the approach, processes and application of the digital project that will determine whether it can disrupt ideas of heritage and create new unofficial history. Digital technology, together with active curation of digital history projects, has great potential in providing the democratic means to create ‘unofficial’ digital people's histories. Professional digital heritage projects can ensure storytelling becomes a permanent part of a broader historical archive of our recent past as seen by people who lived it. The public heritage of a region can embrace personal life stories, as much as buildings and physical sites. Such digital accounts have many distinctive features and can make a distinct contribution to public heritage. They provide a unique sense of heritage identity to a local region. This local history can be diverse, personal and fluid. What is more, new digital material, transforms intangible heritage by manifesting people’s voices and images into a digital format, becoming a more tangible ‘digital object’ (Navarrete 2013, Rahaman 2015).
	The case study of ‘Local People’ has been used to discuss the approach and methods inherent in curating digital heritage about ordinary peoples’ histories. These revolve around the areas of the recording of people’s stories using digital means, and the production of digital exhibitions that visually communicate personal life stories. A number of points about producing digital heritage emerge from this discussion. Firstly, a digital presentation of local stories actually enables the sharing of these personal histories from culturally diverse individuals in a way that is different from physical exhibitions in museums. Online, many different people can come together; their personal heritage is given a space on equal terms to other individuals. These stories and histories can be shared in an informal style of presentation. They can also be effectively communicated and presented to visitors in a format that allows people to speak for themselves, and directly to others far away; people meet other people directly and listen to what they have to say, face-to-face. 
	Secondly, new digital content is created that becomes a new historical source. Ordinary people are seen as an important part of the past and can participate in making new histories. Official archives and museum objects are not scanned and put online in this heritage project, but new history is made using digital forms from people’s own words and photo albums. First hand accounts, rather than academic or expert opinions are the basis of this heritage, and the history of ordinary people is validated through its presentation. Oral history, filmed interviews, photographs of people and their family albums are informal, previously undocumented sources of heritage. Digital technology creates new primary source material – film, photographs, and oral history recordings. It makes intangible heritages tangible. Moreover, this type of heritage project, invests time and money in making professionally produced video and photographs. These can sit alongside film and photography made by the public, as for example seen on You Tube, and accessed by historians in years to come. This material is archived by a public institution and is not transient.
	Thirdly, stories and histories of personal individuals are made public for the first time. ‘Local People’ has been presented here as an example that validates the importance of personal stories in public heritage. Further, the public can easily access these stories in a people-to-people design format online; where they can listen and watch people tell the history of their lives. This new heritage material is made visible, accessible and available on a global level, not just locally, creating a new people’s heritage of a geographical place that can often be dominated by a heritage based on the photographs of tangible historic buildings, written sources, and the official histories of political events. The individual stories form a unique portrait of the local place and society disseminated online around the world. 
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